
Penny Siopis is one of the most influential contemporary artists working in South Africa today.

Embracing painting, drawing and collage as well as installation and video, her work is characterised by

a self-critical, interdisciplinary integration of technique and concept and a vigorous energy that both

seduces and challenges. 

With her early ‘cake’ paintings and excessive still life scenes, Siopis brought South African painting out

of the stolid academy and into the realm of the passionate, the feminine and the sexual. The densely-

populated ‘History’ paintings critically re-examined the bias of cultural and historical documents and

events at a time when South Africa was facing its biggest political and social crisis. With the advent of

democracy, personal and creative freedom began to find form in a re-evaluation of the personal, where

the ‘stuff’ of her earlier paintings finds a three-dimensional equivalent in her exuberant installations of

found objects – collections of ‘things’ that speak of personal and political histories, memory and the

shifting terrain of the Self constantly in process. Her current Shame and Pinky Pinky paintings intensify

these concerns through a materialisation of heightened emotional states – a powerful evocation

referred to by the artist as ‘a poetics of vulnerability’.

Edited by artist, curator and academic Kathryn Smith, with essays by respected South African and

international authors Colin Richards, Griselda Pollock, Brenda Atkinson, Jennifer

Law, Sarah Nuttall and Achille Mbembe, this publication offers critical insights into the 30-

year career of an artist who is at the height of her creative powers. 
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“Looking, with a specific consciousness, is a way of thinking for me. It is as
if thoughts unfold from my eyes and attach to things.”

- Penny Siopis



Introduction
Kathryn Smith



In a country where artistic innovation and challenging creative sensibilities seem to far outweigh the buying capacity

of the market, getting a substantial artist’s monograph published is a small miracle in itself. As such, this book is long

overdue. Perhaps of all artists working in South Africa post-1970, Penny Siopis has exerted the most influence over

aspiring students and scholars. Her stunningly prolific output, intellectual agility and natural interdisciplinary

sensibility has captured the imaginations not only of fellow artists, curators and art lovers, but also of anthropologists,

sociologists, historians and philosophers. It is difficult to resist being drawn into her capacity to reflect the always-

changing zeitgeist, on both locally-specific and globally-relevant levels. 

Penny Siopis and I enjoy a relationship that has grown and developed over the last ten years, starting with my very

green beginnings as an undergraduate student at the University of the Witwatersrand. Secondary art education

seemed to revolve around her iconic work Melancholia (1986), a bold, rude, kaleidoscopic painting that was literally

too ‘full’ of itself. This ‘woman artist’ who wore her political and feminist heart on her sleeve (or, as much as it was

possible to at the time) embodied creative ambition, desire and integrity, taking pleasure in flying in the face of the

old guard and imbuing painting with such emotive and critical possibilities that it had people wondering whether she

was celebrating or undermining the very act of painting itself. 

Being invited to edit and collate this book has brought our mentor-student relationship dauntingly and demandingly

full-circle. At times, the responsibility seemed insurmountable but, like Siopis’ compositions and installations,

beneath the apparent density and dis-order lies a rare kind of sensuous fulfilment and intellectual composure. 

There were times when Siopis, our research assistant Emily and I were gathered around Siopis’ overburdened dining

room table, trying to sift through a considerable archive of images, and our collective hysteria (the humorous rather

than Freudian kind) would have us in fits over ‘the full catastrophe’ of what this project actually entailed. It was during

one of these sessions that I came across a discoloured photograph of a curious assemblage, mixed up with other

archival misfits in a shoebox. The old jumbo print gave no hint as to the actual scale of the object depicted. Wire coat

hangers hang from a rod inside a perspex box, attached to the wall by two small nails. Bits of fur and other objects

hang from the coat hangers. I was completely taken by this strange thing and stared at it for some time before turning

to Penny to ask her what it was. She shrieked with laughter, dismissing it as a work she’d made as a student and had

shown once or twice on relatively insignificant group exhibitions, but the ‘thing’ as she put it, no longer exists.

Untitled was in fact not life-size, only measuring about 30 x 40cm. She’d hand-fashioned the coat hangers, and the

other objects were part of the contents of her studio. Looking at it again, we were mutually struck by what it seemed

to foretell of her increasing interest in the complex relationships between ‘things’ and ‘signs’, and the potential for the

‘stuff’ of one’s life to act as powerful visual synecdoche.

The imbrication of Siopis’ practice and references makes it difficult to speak of individual bodies of work as mutually

exclusive from those that precede and progress from them. In terms of South Africa’s recent political transition, it

seems appropriate now to ‘take stock’ of Siopis’ oeuvre which spans some 30 years of production. There is a cliché in

South Africa that many so-called ‘struggle artists’ have found themselves in a state of ‘post-democracy crisis’. 
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The artist photographed in her studio by Hannelie Coetzee, Johannesburg 2004



While Siopis fell somewhat outside of this rather parochial categorisation, her early ‘cake’ paintings and

iconographically rich ‘still life’ compositions were widely interpreted as a powerfully gendered take on the spoils and

excesses of colonialism. Her ironical ‘history’ paintings – often labelled ‘Resistance Art’ – were met with some

consternation at first, coming as they did at a time of radical social and political upheaval. Now, the initial uncertainty

with which these works were received is being revised.1 As Siopis commented in a recent interview: 

Although not unhappy with political readings [of my earlier works] I sometimes feel frustrated that

an emphasis on the political often results in reductive responses to complex and ambiguous

situations. If one thinks of ‘relevance’ as using one’s imaginative capacities as fully as possible to

present a social scene, then I am as I always was: an artist engaged in a social world imaginatively

re-worked […] History creates ways of looking as well as making, and sometimes what becomes

visible later was invisible, but present, earlier.2

In a rather pug-nosed review of her first Goodman Gallery solo exhibition (which featured the work Melancholia),

critic Richard Cheales commented on Siopis’ “bravado in shoving so much into one picture”. At the risk of giving

Cheales more credit than is his (retrospective) due, his observation of “[Siopis’] incredible devotion to clutter” 

found genuine embodiment as a critical strategy in both her paintings and later installations.3 Most particularly,

Sympathetic Magic’s gravity-defying whirlwind of furniture and objects elicits powerful affect, vertigo and

claustrophobia notwithstanding. Interestingly, these two psychosomatic conditions hark back to earlier descriptions of

the affect of her paintings, with the picture plane threatened and challenged by unusual perspectives, impossibly thick

impasto and simply too much ‘stuff’, like the criticism of Mozart that he used ‘too many notes’. 

It could be argued that in fact, Siopis has never been ‘correctly tasteful’. In a country like South Africa where history

shadows and commands every action in the present, aesthetic sensibilities do not, and should not, necessarily ‘obey’

western canons of beauty. An artist of Greek descent, Siopis has commented that her imaginative investment in

objects has been influenced by her Catholic upbringing; not in a dogmatic sense but in the broad sense of being

concerned with all people and things. As the essays in this volume infer, the most compelling aspect of Siopis’ work

is precisely this: the ability to refer both ‘universally’ and specifically as well as to that which is profoundly intimate.

Theoretically engaged and technically dextrous, Siopis’ oeuvre has exhibited a remarkable capacity to encompass and

embody a range of complex ideas, including women’s studies, psychoanalytic theory, postcolonial discourse, western

and indigenous art histories and so on. 

The intellectual content and design of this book intends to mirror something of Siopis’ simultaneously synoptic and

specific approach. The first essay, Colin Richards’ Prima Facie, is a penetrating and critical survey of Siopis’

production that takes surface (the converse but also corollary of depth) as its premise. 

Griselda Pollock’s Painting, Difference and Desire locates works produced between 1985 and 1994 – a crisis-driven

period in South Africa’s history – in terms of gender and subjectivity, informed by postcolonial and psychoanalytic

1 Interestingly, it is the

‘history’ works, as well

as works produced

around the mid-1990s

that problematised

notions of gender 

and race, that in part

gave rise to the 

now-infamous

‘representational

politics’ debate, where

a number of mostly

female, South African

artists (Siopis included)

inspired the wrath of

several internationally-

based, mostly male,

postcolonial critics for

allegedly ‘taking

advantage’ of the

imaging of ‘others’. 

This influential debate,

however skewed in its

origins, cast a critical

eye on the culture and

bias of representation at

a time when South

Africa was enjoying a

rather uncritical

celebration of its

contemporary art on the

international exhibitions

circuit. See Atkinson, 

B and Breitz, C (eds)

(1999), Grey Areas:
Representation,
Identity and Politics
in Contemporary
South African Art
(Johannesburg:

Chalkham Hill Press)

2 Penny Siopis
Interviewed by Sipho
Mdanda (2004),

www.goodman-
gallery.com

3 Cheales, Richard.

Staggering, Original
Paintings. The Citizen
Newspaper, April 9,

1986



discourse, but more specifically, extends Richards’ discussion of  the performative act of painting. Pollock’s discussion

echoes Siopis’ own comments in relation to her history paintings of the1980s as an act to turn (painting) “against its

own values – not only [as] the representation of politics, but the politics of representation as well”.4

In The Ocean in a Bottle, Brenda Atkinson’s entrée into Siopis’ imaginary is by way of one of her first major object-

based installations, Reconnaissance: 1900-1997. Encountering Charmed Lives and Zombie, Atkinson poetically and

insightfully explores the sensuous and political possibilities of these spatially-situated works.

Autobiography figures strongly in Siopis’ recent output – particularly post-1994 – and is ushered in by her film 

My Lovely Day, which featured on the 2nd Johannesburg Biennale and has enjoyed international critical acclaim,

most recently screened as part of the conference Art, Identity and the Unconscious in the Age of Transnationalism

at the Tate Modern. The artist herself offers some commentary here on the making of this work, which by way of her

self-reflexive authorial ‘voice’, reveals much about the constructed nature of memory. 

In The Gift, Jennifer Law confronts the ongoing work Will (1997-) through an interrogation of the social and cultural

significance of the notion of the gift, something not nearly as innocent as an object-based show of affection wrapped

in bright paper and a ribbon. Will is a growing collection of personal objects and fragments reconfigured from past

installations that Siopis has ‘bequeathed’ to various people. On the occasion of Siopis’ death, these will be distributed

across the globe. In The Place of Imagination Achille Mbembe extends the discussion of the nature of the relationship

between the personal and social significance of objects in a stimulating conversation with Siopis focusing on her

collecting and creative processes.

Finally, in The Shock of Beauty, Sarah Nuttall comes face to face with fear, uncertainty, xenophobia and shame in a

powerfully subjective account of her experiences with Siopis’ visceral and emotive Pinky Pinky and Shame series,

contextualised within the broader social framework of contemporary South Africa. As evocations of psychological

exposure, these works manifest what the artist refers to as a “poetics of vulnerability”. 

It is interesting to note that the first showing of these works was met in some instances with the rather misguided

perception that at last Siopis had finally ‘returned’ to painting. But paint has always been somehow ‘involved’, as a

device to engender physicality in and of things; to embody the imagination. That paint and object have always been

incontrovertibly allied in Siopis’ work, is compelling at a time when so much contemporary art seems deeply

ambivalent about the ‘position’ or ‘relevance’ of painting. As Siopis so simply but powerfully states: 

Painting gives us something like an elemental state or process of imaging. It can bring into the

world something new, a ‘presence’ which is not ‘prefigured’, not representational in the obvious

way. I am not talking here about the conventional romance of painting to which many artists and

viewers subscribe. Painting is for me a form of imagining itself, and that imagining leaves physical

tracks of its forming.5   
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4 Williamson, Sue (1989),

Resistance Art in
South Africa (Cape

Town, Johannesburg

and London: David

Philip and the Catholic

Institute for International

Relations); p.22

5 Siopis and Mdanda

(2004), op. cit.,

www.goodman-
gallery.com

Untitled, c.1975, mixed media

assemblage, 30 x 40cm, no
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Surface as Depth in the Work of Penny Siopis

Prima Facie

Colin Richards



Prima Facie: Surface as Depth in the Work of Penny Siopis

The universe of women… allows me to suggest an alternative to the robotising and

spectacular society that is damaging the culture of revolt: this alternative is, quite

simply, sensory intimacy.

– Julia Kristeva1

In 1986, Penny Siopis sketched a delicate, decomposing quail she had bought in the butcheries 

of Paris. Obviously not an edible delicacy, sliding its way into the rot of death. But infinitely desirable

for drawing, that more romantic consumption of voracious eye and sensitive hand.2 Here, eye and

hand painstakingly stalk the surface of the skin of the dead bird, every detail getting its due. The result

is a tender, searching study in savagery. Less a finished work than a visual thinking out loud, the

drawing is emotionally precise, vulnerable and curious.

The quail drawing eventually became a mise en abîme in Flesh and Blood (1986).3 Here the drawn

bird is framed by a pictorial border of regimented human cargo in the suffocating bowels of slave ships

during the Middle Passage.4 Each silhouette stands for a person. Each is denied visual differentiation,

just as these human subjects were denied individuality once their fate was sealed. In Flesh and Blood,

these diagrams of the unfree are photocopied from a source itself copied from a reproduction. Outside

this clean, collaged horror of decoration, float fragments from popular engravings of social damnation;

the skinned, the sacrificed, the dismembered, the captive, all suspended in a bottomless black hole of

unending carnage. These too are copies, cannibalised from many sources.

Turning

Flesh and Blood thus has its origins in Siopis’ sojourn in Paris in 1986. The work marked a critical

turn in her overall aesthetic project by inaugurating her ironical history paintings. The other works

she produced around this time were intense, materially worked pastel drawings imbued with the

pleasure of an artist taking liberties with the restricted art materials available in a unfamiliar context.

Prominent here are Invention de l’Hysterie (1986) and Making Faces (1986). Working in unfamiliar

places far from home and habit is a challenge Siopis enjoys. Her Pinky Pinky series was, for example,

conceived in Sweden, while her Shame paintings originated in Greece. 

Paris offered Siopis the opportunity to extend her long-standing interest in women’s subjectivity. This

interest found visual form all around the city; in the opera, in parks, in museums, in the visual

1 Kristeva, Julia (2002), Intimate
Revolt: The Powers and Limits
of Psychoanalysis (New York:

Columbia University Press); p.5

2 This work was to be exhibited on

the Detainees’ Parents
Support Committee Exhibition
at the Market Theatre,

Johannesburg in 1988. The

exhibition was eventually banned

in one of those arbitrary clashes

between art and history.  The

unwelcome attention of the

apartheid state was not drawn by

aesthetic or even subversive

content, but by the fact that the

exhibition supported a

organisation ‘listed’ under the

State of Emergency legislation at

the time. 

3 A mise en abîme is a vertiginous

‘placing in a void’, literally,

‘thrown into the abyss’, also

called a mirror text in literature;

see Dallenbach, Lucien (1989),

The Mirror in the Text
(Cambridge: Polity) and also

Melchior-Bonnet, Sabine (2001),

The Mirror: A History (New

York: Routledge); p.122

4 The pictorial reference in this

case is the plan and cross-

section of a slaver; see Honour,

Hugh (1989), The Image of the
Black in Western Art IV: From
the American Revolution to
World War I (Cambridge,

Massachusetts: Harvard

University Press); fig. 24, p.65

Flesh and Blood, 1986, pastel and collage

on paper, 45 x 35.5cm, private collection



paraphernalia sold in the street markets, or in the seamier image economies found down alleys and

side streets. Public sculptures like the massive cast-iron, allegorical figure of Nubia outside the then

newly opened Musée d’Orsay provided part-reference for many works, notably Patience On a

Monument: ‘A History Painting’ (1988). Here a neo-classical Nubia merges with a photo of a friend of

the artist mimicking Nubia’s pose but now peeling a lemon.

In the genesis of her ironical history paintings, Siopis’ interest in vagrant feminine subjectivities rooted

in psychoanalytic thought became primary. Her early preoccupation with hysteria – one expression of

female resistance – later expanded to include notions of the monstrous feminine, the female grotesque,

and the maternal. One important narrative conjunction for Siopis was one she fashioned between

Sigmund Freud’s ‘Dora’ (ca 1905) and the South African Sarah Baartman (ca 1810) represented in

Dora and the Other Woman (1988). Sarah Baartman was to become a controversial public icon in the

‘post-apartheid’ decade of the nineties.5

Siopis’ passionate concern with critical forms of femininity, already present in her early cake paintings,

continues to thrive in her very recent works. This passion has the energy and persistence of both drive

and disposition. From her early painting Plum Cream (1980) to her women and children in extremis

in the installation Mostly Women and Children (1996); from the photographic series Comrade Mother

(Brain, Child, Womb, Lover, Breast, Mother) (1994) to the installation Zombie (2000) and the more

recent Pinky Pinky and Shame paintings (2002-4), her engagement with gendered being finds intense

and varied expression. 

Minding Matter

On the surface, the turn to history paintings announced by Flesh and Blood seemed quite different to

what Siopis had done before, establishing a pattern of change that has characterised her creative work

from the beginning. 

In these history paintings photocopies vied with oil paint as the primary medium. These works

appropriated a global visual culture of enslavement, sharpened by a consciousness of South African

colonial history. Siopis’ preferred sources are often aesthetically low-grade, like the mass-produced,

infinitely reproducible engraved images that populate our secondary school history texts. Western high

art traditions and Classical African arts remain influential for Siopis, but the former provide the lion’s

share of models for the reproductions she selects and uses.
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5 See Siopis, Penny (1999),

Dissenting Detail: Another Story
of Art and Politics in South Africa
in Atkinson, Brenda and Breitz,

Candice (eds) (1999), Grey
Areas: Representation,
Identity and Politics in
Contemporary South African
Art (Johannesburg: Chalkham

Hill Press); pp.245-266.  It is

important to note that Siopis a

lso uses herself as a model in

many works

Statue of Nubia, Musée

d’Orsay, Paris, France



Patience on a Monument: ‘A History Painting’, 1988 (details)
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Patience on a Monument: ‘A History Painting’, 1988, oil and collage on board, 200 x 180cm 

Collection: William Humphries Art Gallery, Kimberley



According to phenomenologist Mikel Dufrenne, reproductions are exemplars of “existence by proxy”.

Referring to the “art of engraving” in a language of ‘truth’, Dufrenne writes: 

What I ask of the reproduction is the truth of the work, for my instruction rather

than my pleasure. Reproduction is an instrument of inquiry and work…

[Reproduction] also strives to deliver truth to us through a presence which saves

something of the sensuous.6

Dufrenne’s “presence which saves something of the sensuous” indicates the risk of loss in

reproduction seen as a form of translation. Such presence is at once more metaphysical and material

in Walter Benjamin’s idea of ‘aura’.7 Both the sensuous and aura matter for our understanding and

appreciation of Siopis’ history paintings. 

In most critical commentary on these history paintings, disclaimers notwithstanding, iconographic

readings have dominated sensuous particulars; the singular materiality and alterity of the work. 

The emphasis has mostly been on what is being depicted – the subject – rather than how that

depiction is made, or, importantly, how these two might interact. This iconographic bias is perhaps

understandable given the politically charged context of apartheid in which these paintings were made

and received. But it is as important to recognise how the reproductions of engravings Siopis uses

provide another sensuous surface to be worked, and where ‘instruction’ and ‘pleasure’ commingle as

to consider her referential pointers.

This aspect of Siopis’ work presents a current, but differently inflected visual articulation of what

essayist Susan Sontag argues in her quintessentially modernist essay Against Interpretation in 1964:

The aim of all commentary on art now should be to make works of art – and, by

analogy, our own experience – more, rather than less, real to us. The function of

criticism should be to show how it is what it is, rather than to show what it means.

In place of a hermeneutics we need an erotics of art.8

It’s half a lifetime between 1964 and 2004. Much has happened since. Critical commentary itself has

become more intimately enmeshed with the work of art. Now, in the wake of ‘deconstruction’, terms

of exclusion like ‘in place of’ and ‘rather than’ have been displaced by the idea of a critical supplement

and developing an erotics which entails rather than opposes a hermeneutics. The key tension between

pleasure and the work of interpretation is something Siopis in fact explores and exploits in all her

work, drawing on the dynamics of desire lodged deep within the messy relations between medium,

mediation and meaning.

6 Dufrenne, Mikel (1973), The
Phenomenology of Aesthetic
Experience (Evanston:

Northwestern University Press);

pp.38-45

7 See Benjamin, Walter

(1936/1973), The Work of Art in
the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction in Arendt, Hannah

(ed) (1973), Illuminations
(Glasgow: Fontana); pp.219-254

8 Sontag, Susan (1964/1982),

Against Interpretation in A Susan
Sontag Reader (New York:

Farrer/Straus/Giroux); p.104
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Melancholia, 1986, oil on canvas, 197.5 x 175.5cm, collection: Johannesburg Art Gallery



Surface

The mock-bravura painting Melancholia (1986) was the prize that got the artist to Paris in the first

place. Its congested, claustrophobic, telescoped space, overwhelmed by paint, painted objects,

painted references suggests the scarred surface of a wounded history just beyond the picture frame.

Many things happen in this work, but my interest here is those elements that announce, assert and

affirm surface as a primary material and conceptual continuity in Siopis’ work. The artist appreciates

surface as both literal and conceptual, combining Julia Kristeva’s ‘sensory intimacy’ with a semiotic

register of meaning. By drawing out and tracking surface we might achieve a more subtle, nuanced,

responsive reading of Siopis’ history paintings within her overall project. 

Aesthetically and conceptually surface is not straightforward. Surprisingly slippery, surface would most

obviously include precisely what is suppressed in the reproduction of a work. This critical truism of

reproduction is itself something Siopis manipulates throughout her work. Surface would include the

visual technologies she uses, the ready-mades she appropriates, photocopies, photographs, film and

paint, found objects, illusionistic and literal space, time, mirrors, sugar, blood, glue and varnish, and

her image archive drawn from popular representations of art and history. Surface enjoins us to reflect

on her processes of construction; accumulation, fragmentation, juxtaposition, superimposition,

repetition and reduction. It also encourages us to read the later installations, for example Charmed

Lives (1998), Sympathetic Magic (2002) and Snare (2004), as conceptually and emotionally exploded

assemblages, where contingent surface – of which space is part – interacts dynamically with a transient,

moving viewer. 

Siopis articulates forms of surface to produce an aesthetic spectrum where skin marks one extremity,

the mirror the other, and the space between by curtains, cloths, drapery, veils and various other forms

of covering and disclosure. Skin would include actual paint and depictions of human and animal skin

(animal skins are sometimes literally included), often elaborated as various kinds of membranes. Skin,

here, would be quintessentially an articulation between surface and depth; an interface. The mirror

on the other hand, is a kind of counter-surface to skin, quintessentially pure surface as depth. In its

magical, mysterious superficiality, the enchanting depthlessness of the mirror surface is almost a literal

‘other’ to skin, akin to the glassy surface of the eye. Both eye and mirror are skins of a sort, the first

being literally the reflective integument of the eye, and the second literally the silver membrane

adhering to glass and which produces a flat, picture-perfect simulation of what it reflects. As with skin,

our understanding of these phenomena  would include depicting mirrors and eyes in static or moving

images, and the use of actual mirrors and prosthetic eyes in paintings, installations and assemblages.

Skin and mirror are thus both contending orders of surface and align with what we might call the

haptic and the optic modes of perception, echoing the tactility and opticality which I described in a

Tapers (detail), 1982, oil on canvas,

approx. 125 x 125cm, private collection

Three Lace Cloths, 1984, oil on canvas,

approx. 150 x 280cm, 

collection: Chase Manhattan Bank, New York



paper written in 1986.9 The haptic is closely related to tactility and embodiment, and is distinct from

opticality, which foregrounds representation and disembodied vision. The original distinction is

usually attributed to art historian Alois Riegle, who coined the terms ‘haptic’ and ‘optic’ in the

development of European art history.10 For critic Laura Marks 

drawing from other forms of sense experience, primarily touch and kinesthetics,

haptic visuality involves the body more than… optical visuality. Touch is in a sense

located on the surface of the body… The difference between haptic and optical

visuality is a matter of degree… And obviously we need both kinds of visuality; it

is hard to look closely at a lover’s skin with optical vision.11

Marks goes on to suggest that phenomenologically the “haptic is a form of visuality that muddies

intersubjective boundaries”, while psychoanalytically, “haptics move eroticism from the site of what

is represented to the surface of the image. Eroticism occurs in the way a viewer engages in a dialectical

movement between the surface and the depth of the image”,12 between representation and materiality. 

Haptic viewing also manipulates viewer proximity and time. As Marks observes:

Haptic looking tends to move over the surface of its object rather than to plunge

into illusionistic depth, not to distinguish form so much as to discern texture. It is

more inclined to move than to focus, more inclined to graze than to gaze.13

As markers of distance and time, Siopis’ works frequently include devices which emplace and displace

the viewer in orchestrating the process of perception. These devices position the optical and the haptic

in unstable relation. Mirrors, and implied vision through painted or artificial eyes, instruments of

seeing and surveying, stereoscopes, binoculars, magnifying glass, and transparent glass laboratory

equipment are all examples. Such devices also declare and direct vision, and in this way are gestures;

the partly drawn curtain, a pointing finger, a disclosing hand, a particular choreography of space. 
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12 Ibid., p.185

13 Ibid., p.162



Plum Cream, 1982, oil on canvas, 149.5 x 201.5cm, private collection



Skin: Surface

Siopis sees the skin as where public and private meet. Skin is a zone of magical contamination, where

metonymy and metaphor, contiguity and arbitrary signification clash and play out on a shifting,

semiotic sediment of what goes before and beneath.

An elemental fragility typifies skin, a vulnerability to internal or external violation, to overwhelming

physical sensation. Not only is skin the largest single organ of the body, but is also its primary surface.

It clothes our flesh and is the outside containing our inside. It protects and it marks us. It even

stigmatises us. Skin was perhaps the first image-field, predating all other forms of support – objects,

walls, cloths or canvas.14 Arnold Rubin speaks of the “artistic potency” of skin as “a vehicle for human

expression”,15 and observes that “irreversible modes of body art amount to a quintessential imposition

of a conceptual – cultural – order upon nature.”16 James Elkins, in an extended discussion of

membranes, speaks of skin as “expressive dermatology”.17

Speaking about the cake paintings before the time of Melancholia, Siopis noted that when oil paint

is built up into relief it “evokes associations with human skin and flesh, changing as it does in time,

aging, wrinkling and cracking as it loses its juices”.18 Skin was a key concern in these early cake

paintings, not only in how it could be represented though paint, but “how the chemical changes of

the wet paint under the skin actually determines the surface of the painting”. The artist was also

interested in “how heavily impastoed forms test gravity, often giving in under the weight of the paint

and collapsing into formlessness”.19 Collapsing form suggests the non-form we might associate with

entropy and decay. The contortions of paint caught in collapse is evident in Plum Cream, where

Siopis manipulated chance, producing the conditions for “things to happen” and animating the paint.

Here passive medium becomes passionate materiality. Siopis also inserted skins of dry paint cut from her

palette into wet paint on the canvas, something she repeated in Melancholia in a specific effort to collapse
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14 See Aniokor, Chike (1996),
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Slab, 1982, oil on canvas, approx. 100 x 220cm, private collection



“thing and sign, stuff and image”. The lemon peel depicted in the lower left of the painting is both actual

slither of solid paint and pictorial depiction. The skin of paint (and by extension lemon) is  grafted onto

the painted surface at both ends, while the piece between ends lifts free of the picture surface.

Above the peeled lemon is a figure that seems to respond to the erotic Dying Slave (1513) of

Michelangelo on the right. The figure is drawn from a medical illustration De Formatio Fetu by Adrian

van der Spieghel.20 Referring to this type of anatomical illustration, Mario Perniola writes that 

there is no hint of decomposition, nothing to remind us of the slaughterhouses or

dismemberment. The internal organs are as pretty as curving breast, buttocks or

vulva. The erotics of dressing go beyond the skin and dress the insides of the body.

Even the underside of the skin, delicately folded back to face outward, remains

clean and bloodless… At first glance, nothing distinguishes these cadavers, drawn

ad vivum, from living bodies in a moment of careless abandon.21

Such dressing and undressing, we might assume, would be based on examining the mortal remains

of some historical mother and child, or a composite drawn from a number of such sources, a

knowledge that renders the image both “more human, and…more tragic”.22 In Siopis’ lavish

literalising and painterly thickening of the linear engraving, she enfleshes, colours and sexualises a

surface otherwise coded as a flat sanitised, uniform diagram.

If bloodless carnality and cleansed conception coexist in De Formatio Fetu, death and sexuality are

central to Dying Lucretia (1834) in Melancholia.23 In this work Lucretia sits just below the empty

tortoise-shell and above the porcupine quills. Appropriately, above and to the right the Dying Slave

languishes “in an ecstatic swoon”, so as “to invite sexual intimacy”.24

Appropriately, Lucretia’s story is one of sexual violation and self-murder. The knife she wields is echoed

in the way Siopis might wield a palette knife, spatula, or the sharp end of a brush. The artist speaks of

how the “cutting of the paint surface resembles the cutting of flesh. As paint dries, it congeals, forming

a scar or scabby ‘skin’ over the underlying paint”.25 Lucretia’s rebellious, self-mutilating shame

powerfully anticipates Siopis’ later development of a ‘poetics of vulnerability’ in the Shame paintings.

“We often associate,” as Siopis says “the inside of the body with psychological vulnerability”. 

This psychological vulnerability produces a surface symptom of what goes on beneath the skin: 

In the cake paintings the disturbance of paint drying is visible as an ‘eruption’ or

tremor on the surface. Or where there is a cut and both inside and outside are seen

20 Lucie-Smith, Edward (1975), 

The Waking Dream (London:

Thames and Hudson); plate 108 

21 Perniola, Mario (1989), Between
Clothing and Nudity in Feher,

Michel with Naddaff, Ramona

and Tazi, Nadia (eds) (1989),

Fragments of a History of the
Human Body Part Two (New

York: Zone); pp.258-259

22 Lucie-Smith (1975), op. cit., p.95

23 by Damian Campeny Y Estrany,

in Rheims, M (1977), 19th

Century Sculpture (London:

Thames and Hudson); plate 15.
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Art Gallery
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simultaneously. In the Shame paintings, paint is deliberately distressed and cracked

by adding rapid drying agents to the medium, introducing trauma into the very act

of figuration. Wounds, abrasions, stigmata, ageing on the surface are about the

fragility of the body, and the violence – through desire or trauma – in our actual

processes of representing that body.26

In 1982 the palette knife and pigment skin set the conditions for risk and violence that become so

much part of the Shame series.27 These conditions, with surface, are indeed prominent in a range of

works, and it is worthwhile identifying and discussing at least some of these here. 

The small assemblage Glory (1994), for example, engages and reiterates these concerns directly. Here

Siopis uses a reproduction of a medical dissection of a cadaver as an image substrate. Over the skinned

flesh of the dead body the artist placed a glass hemisphere, isolating and magnifying that part of the

visual field. The gesture of a pointing, almost stabbing finger signals touch – the haptic – as well as

violence. The skinned and peeled body itself invokes the long history of flaying in the Western

imaginary.

In Cape of Good Hope: ‘A History Painting’ (1989), the surface skin of the figure grasping a curtain is

constructed by multiple graven images, photocopies of illustrations of human cargo in slave ships.

Similarly, in Terra Incognita (1990), the skin of the crawling girl-giant completely comprises repeated

photocopied fragments, in this case of the colonial painting of the Battle of Blaaukrantz of February

1838.28 The images look most like tattoos, which, as Susan Stewart so aptly puts it, create “not depth

but surface”.29
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Glory, 1994, magnifying glass orb, laser print and oil on board, 24 x 33cm, private collection



This surface-depth articulation plays out in works where the skin of the artist’s actual body is both the

subject of drawing and is itself drawn on. Such works suggest a series of haptic ruptures within the

optical field. The figures drawn on Siopis’ back in Exempli Gratia (1989), for example, include

various colonial maps of Africa and South Africa, all ways of signing the earth. Mapping is, of course,

as much political as technical topography, and the surface of women’s bodies, correlated with the

surface of the land, become prime sites for aggressive enclosure, appropriation and domestication.

Exempli Gratia is amongst those works that pose a question asked by Irit Rogoff as to whether “maps

[can] be read as de Certeau’s ‘symbolisations encysted in the pain or the pleasure of the body’?”30

The first part of the video Per Kind Permission: Fieldwork (1994) is directed at preparing a white field

on the artist’s bare back for the two sequences of drawing that follow. The white is whitewash, a very

material white that dries like a scab on the skin and cracks with any movement beneath. The first

drawing is of a face-cast taken from an ethnographic collection.31 When almost complete, this drawing

is erased in an abrasive attempt to restore a tabula rasa on the skin.32 But small bits of the image

remain to be re-covered as the now tender, raw surface is whitewashed again. A new application of

white provides the field for a new drawing based on a black and white photograph of a twenty-

something Penny Siopis. It too is not completed. It too is rubbed out, implying a painful cycle which

has no end. If corrosive addition characterises Per Kind Permission: Fieldwork, subtraction and erosion

operate in the photograph Tears (1994), where the swarthy skin of a false body – a mannequin – cracks

and peels to reveal a white substrate.

The process of covering something with a second skin was extended in the surfaces of the false body-

parts in Permanent Collection (1995). These parts were coated with the “stuff of colonial trade – tea,

coffee, sugar, spices”,33 while in the earlier The Baby and the Bathwater (1992), wax covered and

sealed larger-than-life positive and negative photographic fragments of the artist’s boy-child. 

There is a different play of surface, skin and depth in the installation Spectre (1997), where plastic

inflatable toys were re-covered by a purpled papier mâché skin of Cuban newspapers. Spectre was site-

specific, with the paper-embalmed pieces placed in an excavated room in the Morro castle, Havana,

a place where slaves were once held. The subterranean earth of the excavation matched the colour of

the fading, light-stained newspapers. A mould grew on the damp, exposed surface of the earth, like

living camouflage.

The covering of the inflatables recalls – with some ironical nature-culture inversions – the skins of the

stuffed animals that feature in many of Siopis’ installations. Her menagerie includes lions, jackals,

rabbits, tortoises, aardvark, sundry birds, a ubiquitous ever-decaying monkey and an eternally doe-eyed,

dead duiker. But only the surfaces of these creatures are ‘real’, covering insides of shaped stuffing and

air to render the outer skin more life-like. Shapeless skins, fur and feathers without interiors – ermine,

springbok, warthog, various birds – also comprise parts of object-curtains in various installations.

30 Rogoff, Irit (2000), Terra Infirma:
Geography’s Visual Culture
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Black, Jeremy (1997), Maps and
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Against these constitutive surfaces is a kind of haptic ‘counter-surface’ in, for example, the installation

Charmed Lives. For this work Siopis had Melancholia X-rayed. Claude Gandelman argues that “there

is one type of intensified vision that deserves to be called haptic in extremis, an excess of hapticism:

the X-ray vision… [which] truly penetrates the human anatomy and achieves a sort of visual dissection

of the body”.34

This leads us back to the idea and experience encoded in De Formatio Fetu of a body inside a body,

a skin within a skin. This phenomenon is, controversially part of Julia Kristeva’s feminist ‘maternal’,

which has interested Siopis over the years.35 This interest was directly expressed in, for example, her

Kwangju Biennale installation, Women and Children First (1995), where paired tableaux simulating

a museum diorama depicted two experiences of childbirth; one Korean, one South African. The

figures in these tableaux included full body casts of resin loaned from a South African museum. Such

body casts are also artificial second skins, surface shells of a once living subject. A similar interest is

expressed in Mask and Myself (1994), where the artist’s torso is pressed into and covered by a carapace-

like Makonde body mask, its belly distended with pregnancy. In another example, Permanent

Collection, Siopis placed the heads belonging to the torsos of the mannequins in the cavities she

carved out in their bellies. Each figure thus eviscerated became uncannily pregnant with its own

visage. In Siopis’ recent foray into the terra incognita of Who is Pinky Pinky? (2002), the belly of the

figure is exposed differently from the De Formatio Fetu in Melancholia. Here the skin becomes

disturbingly infested with miniature plastic babies, frigid maggots trapped in a viscous, drying

medium. Fantasies of fecundity become grotesque, monstrous and even shameful, here, something of

a leitmotif of Siopis’ recent Shame paintings. According to Claudia Benthien “the word ‘shame’ and

the word ‘skin’ share the same Indo-Germanic root, which means to cover. Shame and skin are

therefore closely related etymologically and conceptually”.36
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37 See Ryan, Marianne (ed) (1989),
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Honour, Hugh (1989), op. cit.,
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Marilyn (1998), A History of the
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The maternal belly is linked with the breast in much of Siopis’ work in what appears to be a

specifically feminine erotic economy. In her early Queen Cakes (1982), for example, the artist shaped

oil paint into breasts, while her drawing Eros and Thanatos (1986) shows a dead rabbit on a cloth with

a female figure exposing and palpating her breast above. Breasts figure in many other works,

expressing Siopis’ social interest in mainly French socio-sexual iconography of female revolutionary

figures. This interest is epitomised by Eugene Delacroix’s Liberty Guiding the People (1830)37 which

Patience on a Monument: ‘A History Painting’ ironically inverts. Amongst the reproductions that make

up The Baby and the Bathwater, mothers carry suckling infants as they flee in abject fear of slavers, an

image which recurs in Foreign Affairs (Arutma) (1994) and a number of other works.38

Breasts are libidinal ‘objects’, both sexual and life-sustaining. Siopis compresses these sometimes

antagonistic meanings/senses in her video Breasts (1998), which shows the artist’s torso interacting

with different substances and prostheses. These transgressive enactments disturb the distinction

between reproductive and erotic functions, animating the tense relationship between object,

subjectivity and subjection. In the catalogue for an exhibition of the reproductive body, for which

Breasts was made, Siopis writes; 

Long ago many people thought that mother’s milk was vaginal blood, transformed

as it passed from the womb to the breast. Some also believed that the Virgin Mary

spurted milk from her breasts, wetting the lips of St Bernard, in her ‘Miracle of

Lactation’. Today some say that infected women can spread AIDS to their babies

through mother’s milk.39

Queen Cakes (detail), 1982, oil on canvas, 90 x 130cm,

private collection
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Earlier Siopis explored another perspective on the life-sustaining breast in Purity and Danger (1994),

which featured actual milk and blood. Referencing Mary Douglas’ eponymous text40 and Julia

Kristeva’s abjection, the work comprises two horizontal cabinets, the floor of one being covered with

white sugar and the other with Reckitt’s Blue powder.41 A small perfume bottle filled with milk was

embedded in the blue powder while a similar bottle filled with the artist’s blood lay in the sugar. For

some social groups blood and milk don’t mix, and there is a tension here between ‘innocent’ purity

and dangerous contamination. 

Steven Connor constructs a further connection between skin and milk, a connection which bears

directly on this and related works: 

Milk represents the gift of skin. It is first given through the skin; and then, in its

epidermal qualities, it can also be thought of as giving the recipient a new skin,

according to the logic of partitive association… whatever passes through the skin

carries something of the skin with it. The breasts sometimes stand as an image of

skin’s vital, literal, expressive power.42

This expressive power, also noted by Arnold Rubin, lies not only in the permeable integrity of skin,

but also in its wounding. Pinky Pinky: Wounds (2004), for example, bears faux-scars by the score,

artificial injuries of a piece with the bullet-hole in Pinky Pinky: Damage (2002). These manufactured

insults are all cast from the same commodity mould. What is also interesting in the second image is

the fact that the bullet hole is not on the body, but rather on the flat, painted field at the lower right.

This displacement encourages us to think of the modernist ‘flatness’ of the ground as simultaneously

skin and body, simultaneously figural and abstract, counterintuitive to the formalism which usually

dominates modernist painting. 

This feature in turn suggests we might understand surface – even modernist surface – as a kind of

arrested narrativity. Variable relations between narrative and counter-narrative have always energised

Siopis’ work, and these relations enjoy a strong currency in contemporary South African art. This

currency was most recently reiterated by the commonest form of testimony given at the Truth and

Reconciliation Commission (TRC) hearings in the late 90s; the first person narrative.43 Siopis’

affection for narrative was initially partly incited by an imperative to bear witness under similar

impulses that ultimately informed the TRC process. 

More specifically, as regards such imperatives, Siopis wished to give form to and imaginatively reinvest

the gaps left by state censorship, repression, and the more individual narcosis of collective white

denial that characterised apartheid.44 In a move to make these gaps visible in Foreign Affairs (Arutma)

and Trauma (1993), Siopis used the actual pages of white or blacked-out (censored) mass media text

as her ground. Taken from the Weekly Mail, blanking and blacking text was devised as a way of

40 Douglas, Mary (1966/2002),

Purity and Danger: An
Analysis of the Concepts of
Pollution and Taboo (London:

Routledge)

41 Reckitt’s Blue was one of the first
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from the mid-19th century by

Reckitt & Sons in the UK and is

still available in South Africa

42 Connor (2004), op. cit., p.188

43 Ndebele, Njabulo (1998),

Memory, Metaphor and the
Triumph of Narrative in Nuttall,

Sarah and Coetzee, Carli (eds)

(1998), Negotiating the Past:
The Making of Memory in
South Africa (Cape Town:

Oxford University Press); p.20

44 See Cohen, Stanley (2002),

States of Denial: Knowing
about Atrocities and Suffering
(Cambridge: Polity)

Invention de l’Hysterie, 1986, pastel on paper,

120 x 238cm, private collection
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Embellishments (detail), 1982, oil and found objects on canvas,

150 x 202cm, collection: University of the Witwatersrand



showing what was censored in reports in the states of emergency at the time. Readers could thus read

into the blank lines as well as immediately recognise the degree of censorship being applied. Another

form of marking absence occurs in Mostly Women and Children (1996), where Siopis displayed a

diagram of the installation at its entrance, referencing not only what was there but also what wasn’t. 

In a related way, Siopis also ‘whited in’ the negative spaces left by the processes of enlarging

photocopies and film negatives in Tula Tula (1993-4) and South African Postcard (1994). In still

another variation, the artist materialised the blank spaces between the ink marks of enlarged engraved

surfaces in Trauma and Arutma (1995).45 In both sets of scaled-up figures these blanks were filled in

with white sugar.46 It is important here to recognise that in Siopis’ aesthetic white is a colour, and,

following Connor, colour signifies materiality, and signals the fall of the ideal into embodiment.47

Such ‘falling into embodiment’ through colour become a vital aspect of the Pinky Pinky paintings.

These works are painted in pigment called ‘flesh tone’. As Siopis commented of her Fleshcolour

exhibition held in London in 2000:

Flesh colour or fleshtint, in pigment, is a kind of pink – as if this were universal!

It is one of the colour categories of oil-paint manufacture; the English label

translated into European languages as fleischfarbe, tono carne, tono de pile,

carnicino, teinte chair.48

This flourish of European hubris harbours the conceit of a normative human flesh-tone for all the

world. In an interview with Siopis by Sipho Mdanda, the artist recalls the comments – overheard and

perhaps apocryphal – made to a magistrate by the leader of the Black Consciousness Movement in

the 70s, Steve Biko: 

Magistrate: Why do you people call yourselves black when you are actually brown? 

Biko: Why do you call yourselves white when you are actually pink? 49

Until now I have concentrated in some detail on the skin:surface correlation. Before moving onto the figure

and fact of the mirror, I want to discuss briefly the intermediate phenomena of surface and depth embodied

in curtains, cloths and screens, indeed all interfaces between interior and exterior in Siopis’ work.
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49 Siopis and Mdanda, op. cit., 2004,

www.goodman-gallery.com. 
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published in Golinski, Hans

Gunter (2004),  New Identities:
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Africa (Bochum: Museum
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Gallery); pp.164-165

Tula Tula I, 1994, photocopy, photograph,

steel wool, found object and oil on board,

111 x 67cm, artist’s collection

South African Postcard Series #3 (and detail),

1994, laminated photocopy, oil and plastic

medical objects, 114 x 76cm, artist’s collection
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Surfaces: Screens

Penny Siopis has often referred to Gianlorenzo Bernini’s Ecstasy of Saint Theresa (1645-1652) as

influential to her creative project. The feeling for this work she expressed in 1984 turned on both

secular and religious forms of ecstasy: “I think my paintings are really more religious than erotic,

though of course, they are always a combination of the two; of the physical and the spiritual…

Something like the Ecstasy of St. Theresa.”50

In Bernini’s work there is no representation of skin as such, but rather a skin supplement in the form

of agitated and voluminous surface drapery. Johanne Sloane, writing of ‘spectacles of the virtuous’

discusses Bernini’s work at some length. For Sloane torment and bliss coincide with a virginal sexuality

in the figure of the saint, “her head thrown back, parted lips… almost trembling limb” and her body

“veiled by an enormous wave-like drapery [that] does not contravene the prohibition on nudity in

religious imagery”.51 Perniola takes up a similar point when he argues that a full understanding of “the

extraordinary erotic magic” of this work depends “mostly on the fact that Saint Theresa’s body

disappears in the drapery of her tunic. It has undergone a transformation that has emancipated it from

human form, while it still projects all the impetuous and vibrant shuddering of a body in ecstasy”.52

Returning to Sloane, St. Theresa’s subject position might speak of “a woman’s absolute surrender”,

and so in conflict with any idea of autonomous agency and female self assertion. But Sloane argues

that this particular configuration between women and patriarchal divinity also “allowed women a

discursive space within which to study, write and speak”.53 This point is particularly important for

Siopis’ practice, especially where she uses her own body as a visual field, and, more recently, in the

harrowing Shame paintings where similar risks of surrender and aquiescence seem to operate.

Cloth in Siopis’ work hangs, crushes, creases, gathers and knots in ways that index psychological states.

These sometimes anxious concatenations of drapery, body and knots recall psychoanalyst Jacques

Lacan’s point de capiton or quilting points of condensation.54 ‘Knots’ are explicitly linked to hysteria

in Dora and the Other Woman. Elsewhere, cloth covers installation objects like a wound dressing, as

in the red blanket enfolding the rigid child trapped in the aftermath of catastrophe in Mostly Women

and Children, or the red swaddling of the infant in Aids Baby Africa (1996). Always Something New

Out of Africa (1990) pictures a veil of reproductions, anticipating something Njabulo Ndebele

associated with the narratives from the TRC, which “represent a ritualistic lifting of the veil and

validation of what was actually seen”.55

AIDS Baby Africa, 1996, cibachrome

photograph, 100 x 80cm, artist’s collection



Cloth – aprons, curtains, screens – often functions as a form both of disclosure and of visual

interference. Bits of military uniform assert their ubiquitous presence in many installations, as do the

domestic aprons dismantled from the tableau Maids (1992-3). All are assertions of patriarchal power.

Another kind of apron features in Exhibit: Ex Africa (1990), where an old off-white Victorian apron is

placed behind an almost transparent pane of silkscreened reproductions of Sarah Baartman’s cast and

caricatures of her on exhibition in Europe [ca1810-1815]. Controversially, here the apron references

the so-called ‘Hottentot apron’ or tablier identified with Sarah Baartman, also known as the ‘veil of

shame’.56 Around and underneath the apron are pictorial landscapes in the romantic European

tradition, taking in deep vistas of open countryside, wild waterfalls, wildlife, wilderness and bucolic

scenes of sociality. 

Physical objects make screens and veils – different kinds of surface – in many installations. In

Permanent Collection wooden scaffolding onto which the false body-parts – encrusted with coffee,

spices and other foodstuffs – were attached, setting up optical and physical interference between

viewers and the Standard Bank Collection of African Art displayed in the cabinets of the gallery.

Similarly, in Sympathetic Magic, installed in the same gallery, objects in the collection were enfolded

in pristine, protective white packing material.57 Some objects remained partly visible, while others

became almost completely obscured. Certain cabinets were fully or partly boarded up with old wood

flooring. Thin strips of light seeped from within one cabinet, while on another, two floorboards formed

an ‘X’ across the glass. Within, the cabinet was piled with artificial bodies, prosthetic refugees from

previous installations. What is being safeguarded here, from what threat? Sinister skeins of military

camouflage netting in Sympathetic Magic and Snare similarly produced physical barriers and optical

interference. Optically, these net-screens transformed the scene behind into a digital-like matrix

disturbing our stereoscopic capacity to see depth.

Surfaces constructed by constellations of objects date from the early Thing (1978) to the later object-

curtains of Africana (1989) and Sacrifices (1998).58 These curtains literally reiterate pictorial

conventions often associated with European baroque and mannerist art. The curtain was a prime

image in the enlarged photograph of the metro movie theatre in Umtata in Reconnaissance:

1900–1997 (1997) and features in the installation and narrative of Siopis’ film My Lovely Day (1997).

The surface of the latter, or as Laura Marks might put it, the skin of the film, is assertive, partly through

the use of sub-titles. The film is a fragile, sensitive, transparent membrane. For Siopis “the medium of

film in My Lovely Day is as much physical – manifest in the dust spots, sprocket marks, light stains,

scratches and other artefacts of celluloid – as it is a means to image a story”.59 A subjective story about

subjectivity, importantly, one which is at once the product of subjectivity, constitutive of subjectivity,

where skin becomes, as Claudia Benthien writes, “the mirror of the soul”.60

56 See Coombes, Annie E (1997),

Gender, ‘Race’, Ethnicity in Art
Practice in Post-Apartheid South
Africa: Annie Coombes in
Conversation with Penny Siopis,
Feminist Review No.55

(Spring); pp.110-129 

57 See Law, Jennifer (2002), Penny
Siopis: Sympathetic Magic
(Johannesburg: University of the

Witwatersrand Art Galleries) 

58 See Taylor, Jane (2002),

Holdings: Refiguring the Archive
in Hamilton, Carolyn; Harris,

Verne; Taylor, Jane et al (eds)

(2002), Refiguring the Archive
(Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic

Publishers)

59 Siopis (2002), op. cit., p.10

60 Benthien (2002), op. cit., p.95

Maids, 1993, maids’ uniforms, cake

decorations, rice paper with laser print, 

144 x 123cm, artist’s collection
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Counter-Surface: Mirror

Skin, as the mirror of soulful subjectivity, allows us now to look at the mirror as function, act, process

and object from the opposite end of the continuum of surface. The mirror often posits the other of the

haptic, close to the optical. Our experience of mirroring is probably universal, as there are natural

mirrors – water, the surface of the eye, burnished rock – that reflect images in most societies. For

Sabine Melchior-Bonnet “the semantic range of the term [mirror] extends to extreme poles, from that

of myth to the literature of the self, and from the symbolic to the literal” in meanings that “sometimes

blur together”.61 To see oneself in a mirror, to identify and recognise oneself, needs a mental process

in which we – as subjects – are capable of objectifying ourselves separate from “what is inside”.62

In a sustained meditation on mirrors and minds, in paintings, Maurice Merleau-Ponty writes:

It is no accident… that frequently in Dutch paintings (as in many others) an

interior in which no one is present is ‘digested’ by the ‘round eye of the mirror’…

The mirror emerges because I am a visible see-er, because there is a reflexivity of

the sensible; the mirror translates and reproduces that reflexivity. In it, my

externality becomes complete. Everything that is most secret about me passes into

that face, that flat, closed being of which I was already dimly aware, from having

seen my reflection mirrored in water.63

Merleau-Ponty’s ‘closed being’ is the existential correlate of the mirror as counter-surface. Mirrors,

round and otherwise, are everywhere in Siopis’ assemblages and installations. In Foreign Affairs

(Arutma) the convex mirror piercing the centre of the scene suggests the bronze shield that protects

Perseus from “directly facing the fatal gaze of Medusa”.64 In Siopis’ work the unseeing eyes of the

death-mask of Sarah Baartman lie fixed in the mirror, in contrast to the reflection of the continuously,

reflexively changing world around. Baartman’s cast was photographed by the artist at the Museé de

l’Homme in Paris in 1988, and a selection of these photographs, with Baartman’s baptismal and death

certificates, comprised Sarah Baartman Cast, Born Cape of Good Hope, Died Paris (1994-5). 

61 Melchoir-Bonnet (2001), op. cit.,
p.3

62 Ibid., p.5 

63 Cited in Johnson, Galen A.

(ed)(1993), The Merleau-Ponty
Aesthetics Reader:
Philosophy and Painting
(Evanston: Northwestern

University Press); p.129

64 Derrida, Jacques (1993),

Memoirs of the Blind: The
Self-Portrait and Other Ruins
(Chicago: University of Chicago

Press); p.72

Thing, c.1979, mixed media assemblage, 80 x 44cm

Africana, 1990, oil, collage and found objects

on board, 126 x 60cm, private collection

Following spread: Camera Obscura: White Venuses, 1994, mixed media installation
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Many of Siopis’ works contain or represent mirrors which mark social and psychological dimensions of

meaning and material. The mirror letters spelling ‘trauma’ along the lower register of Foreign Affairs

(Arutma) were orginally appropriated from the installation Trauma. At once pure surface and pure

counter-surface, the illusory visual space of the mirror is virtually infinite, as we can see in Camera

Obscura: White Venuses (1994). Siopis also manipulates the qualities of mirroring in the installation

Permanent Collection by cladding the back wall of the display cabinet with mirrors. This mirror wall

reflected the entire outside world; the objects in the cabinet, the lattice with the sugar and spiced body

pieces, the space of the spectator, and the spectator herself. The video Per Kind Permission: Fieldwork

was included in the spectator’s space, in this work, and so also reflected. The cabinets could only be

illuminated by pressing a timed light switch, which turned off after what must have been considered

‘adequate’ viewing time. To switch the light on meant the spectator would participate and be caught in

the work, confronted by her own full-length, reflected image.

The silvery membrane that reflects images becomes relatively invisible through the illusionistic magic

of the mirror. Mirrors, as Merleau-Ponty describes them, are “instruments of a universal magic that

convert things into spectacle, spectacle into things, myself into another, and another into myself”.65

The mirror reproduces the precise plenitude of the external world of surfaces, and renders the

subjective object in a radical interplay of contingency and fixation. 

Siopis also confounds the distinction between possibility of perfection and the risk of distortion 

in mirror-images. In Display: Sarah Baartman (1992) and Hush-Hush: Collaborator (1994), by

scratching through the silver substrate and  placing another figure -– a photographic transparency of

the face of Sarah Baartman – behind the mirror, we are confronted with something not us staring

back. The photograph itself becomes here a kind of frozen mirror, in icy tension with actual mirrors,

which have all the transience and what Merleau-Ponty calls “the flesh of contingency”.66

65 Merleau-Ponty in Johnson

(1993), op. cit., p.129

66 Ibid., p.139

Hush-Hush: Collaborator, 1994, tableau of found objects

Foreign Affairs (Arutma) (detail), 1994, photocopies, convex mirror, perspex letters and oil on board, 100.5 x 246cm, collection: Wits Institute

for Social and Economic Research (WISER)



A similar process occurs in Siopis’ triptych Blood River (Seën, Siestog, Soen) (1992-3). Each of the

sugar-coated objects contains a mirror. Again the silvering of the mirror in each is selectively and

carefully removed, and again a photo-positive image of Siopis’ child inserted. Similarly, in Trauma

and Arutma the large running figures on a red field have mirrors placed in their bellies. Here too,

silver is scratched away and now the passport photograph of the same child inserted above the

inscription ‘te jonk om te teken; too young to sign’. The effect is uncanny and morbid, not least because

the face seems to float to the silver surface, like a dead body in ice-covered water. The reflective

silvering not tampered with continues to register and distort the contingent moving and static

environment around and in front of the mirror. 

For James Elkins “mirrors are like empty eyes, blind until I step in front of them – then they produce

copies of my eyes, staring back at me”.67 In a sense, mirrors capture and hold the intensity of our desire

to see perfect reflection against our anxiety or fear of perfect distortion. Here we might recall a

dramatic and telling phrase from Frantz Fanon, who puts a different, more rhetorical slant on this

analogy between mirror and eye and between reflection and distortion. Fanon asserts that the 

eye is not merely a mirror, but a correcting mirror. The eye should make it possible

for us to correct cultural errors. I do not say the eyes, but the eye… that very

uniform light that wells out of the reds of Van Gogh… that allows itself to be

conveyed by the worm-ridden bawling of Cesaire.68

In works like Pinky Pinky: Blue Eyes (2002), blue eyes become metonyms for colonial and settler

whiteness and all such whiteness signifies.69 The artificial eyes in this work are close to those in the

cast of the artist’s face in Mostly Women and Children. This cast rests between two hands, cast from

kitsch reproductions crudely based on German artist Albrecht Dürer’s praying hands. This strange

staring head extravagantly simulating wide-eyed fright was placed on a mantelpiece, a mute witness to

a catastrophe. Below, an artificial fire burns, mirroring a replica burning at the opposite end of the

room. Such uncanny doubling – also found in a number of Siopis’ titles – is another kind of mirroring

she uses over and over again.

Much of Siopis’ recent work can be said to deal directly with acts of seeing as incarnated in the eyes.

In Pinky Pinky: Fly Eyes (2002) the eyes are toy flies above a scar-mouth. The eyes that attract the flies

are bloody wounds; caked blood being an irresistible seduction for flies. In Pinky Pinky: Mirror Eyes

(2002), two glass beads suggest eyes torn from their sockets, crystallising into tears which lacerate the

skin. The eyes are – like the picture plane – surfaces and portals, or, as Patrick Trevor-Roper puts it,

“the passage of entry and exit for the soul”.70
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Arutma (detail), 1995, installation including photocopies,

white sugar, mirrors, oil and acrylic paint



It is also important here to recognise that the literal opticality of mirroring is a quality that can at least

partly be achieved through other means. In, for example, a number of Shame paintings Siopis pools

highly reflective glass and mirror paint, a pooling often associated with violence and trauma. Her use of

reflecting pigment recalls another quite different but instructive instance, cited by Rosalind Krauss.

Krauss writes of Jackson Pollock’s use of ‘volatilised’ pigment; metallic, aluminium paint in key drip

paintings, which Michael Fried, according to Krauss, described in terms of an anti-spatial opticality and

as optically “repellent” in work by Frank Stella. Such pigment

repels the eye, as does much of the surface quality of the drip picture seen up close,

the coagulation of paint in the areas where it is puddled and then shrivelled in 

the process of drying, forming a disgusting film, like the skin on the surface of

scalded milk.71

These mirror elaborations return us full circle to Melancholia, where the artist pictures her own image

in a painted, pigmented mirror.

71 Krauss, Rosalind E (1993), The
Optical Unconscious
(Cambridge Massachusetts: MIT

Press); p.248. See my earlier

references to milk; note 35 p.21

Left: Pinky Pinky: Mirror Eyes, 2002, from Who is Pinky Pinky?, oil and found objects on canvas, 

41x 50cm, collection: Sasol

Below left: Pinky Pink: Damage, 2002, oil paint and found object on canvas, 92 x 152cm

Below: Pinky Pinky: Fly Eyes, 2002, oil and found objects on canvas, 27.5 x 35cm private collection



Ending

Once sensitised to surfaces as skin, which include screen, cloth, curtain, veil and mirror in Siopis’ work,

the richness and range of her creative process is revealed to us. All these forms of surface occlude,

disclose, or interfere with vision itself. Haptic and optical consciousness, mediated by surface, offers 

us fresh ways into the act and performance of looking, and initiates us into new worlds of feeling 

and knowing.

If we trace the fate of surface from beginning to now, we trace a key dynamic within Siopis’ deeper

aesthetic project. The logic of this dynamic is more leap than line, and attests to Siopis’ disconcerting

desire to challenge over and over again what she does. Hers is a restless imagination played out in a

daunting, experimental productivity and a willingness to surprise even herself. As we look back, the

patterns of her creative acts become more legible, allowing us to see more easily the internal coherence

of her body of work and the idiosyncratic logic of its unfolding. 

When Siopis introduced collage to her working method, she was said to have turned drastically from

painting. The new works at that time – the history paintings inaugurated by the unassuming Flesh and

Blood – were less purely painting, less insistently autographic than what had gone before. Much of the

curious reception of this newer work was symptomatic of a widespread sense that painting, and faith in

spontaneous and direct expression, were in a crisis, and that the new demon was ‘discourse’.72 In reality,

this was not the case. Painting has always remained a critical and creative possibility for Siopis in

particular, a possibility from which she has never turned. 

Siopis’ irreverent critical affection for her métier is clear throughout her work, embracing a mutually

entangled erotics and hermeneutics. 

From the outset, her attitude to painting has been simultaneously modernist and counter-modernist in its

complex irreverence to the purity of both the creative act and the physical medium. This irreverence was

perhaps most dramatically expressed in her performative parody of the ‘mastery’ of painting, or more

accurately what she called “arm’s length painting”.73 At that time such ‘mastery’ was at the centre of the

romance of masculine creative performance, a romance Siopis sought to challenge and rearticulate in

her own work.

Paint in Siopis’ hands is a medium of sensuous and conceptual alterity, of strangeness, of otherness.74

The touch-oriented, sensuous intimacy of her early work, the logic of assembling readymade materials

in complex spatial constellations in the history paintings and assemblages, which follow through in her

later installations, can be traced to her maverick use of paint as object, sign, and surface from her earliest

creative years. Siopis’ creative affair with materiality and surface is as much an intellectual as an intuitive

passion. Tracking that passion through her work offers us profound insights into her distinctive creative

responsiveness, riskiness and resilience.
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Al Fresco, 1990, oil and collage on board, 120 x 238cm, private collection
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